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7  Narcissus Unfolding

1  13

alexis kienlen
13 creatively examines beauty and darkness in the workings of a beehive,
board games, childhood depression, the personal lives of monsters,
and a failed relationship in a beautiful Canadian city.
frontenac house media, ltd.
2  T he Clarity of Distance

ay esha chat terjee
A moving collection of poems on place, identity, belonging, and nostalgia
by a young Canadian poet.
bayeux arts, inc.
3  Demeter Goes Skydiving

susan mccaslin
Award-winning poet Susan McCaslin uses classical Greek mythology
to address contemporary issues, like perfectionism, consumerism, and
the growing gap between rich and poor globally. Here is poetry that seeks
ties to the past inside the present, speaking to us all.
university of alberta press
4  Forgetting the Holocaust

ron char ach
Charach’s poems look back on a life of accomplishment and reflect,
sometimes with broad comedy, sometimes with great confessional
power, on what it means, coming from such a beginning, to be a good
Jew, a good son, a good man.
frontenac house media, ltd.
5  T he Gospel According to Clarence Thomas

ashis gup ta illustrations by alexiev gandman
Crafted as a long poem, a libretto for stage presentations, the book
is less about Thomas than about the devastating reign of the Bush
administration. Central idea: “War is an Evil product of Evil minds.”
bayeux arts, inc.

jim nason
“Poems of presence in a troubling world, engagement with others,
a special brilliance in capturing nature in the city and in the country,
and the unsparing focus of an accomplished poet.” — Maureen Hynes
frontenac house media, ltd.
8  T he Sasquatch at Home:

Traditional Protocols & Modern Storytelling
eden robinson
Robinson’s disarming honesty and wry irony shine through her depictions
of her trip to Graceland, the potlatch where she received her Indian name,
and a wilderness outing where she and her father try to get a look at the
Sasquatch.
university of alberta press
9  T he Spoken Word Workbook: Inspiration from Poets Who Teach

sheri-d wilson, ed.
More than a book, this is a play-space where audience becomes the artist
and artist becomes the audience. This book features interactive exercises
from seventeen professional spoken word artists.
banff centre press
1�  Unruly Angels

diane buchanan
This poem is a rolling sea of drug-soaked decay, a Tarot card warning,
a tsunami presage, and ends with a promise: Hang in there. It’s worth
it. In between are soliloquies, sonnets, incarcerations, graduations,
confessions, and a whole alphabet of courage.
frontenac house media, ltd.
1�  Yes.

rosemary griebel
This long-awaited first collection from acclaimed poet Rosemary Griebel
looks at the transformative power of words through love and loss, an
affirmation of the importance of curiosity, passion, and vision. It is both
an answer and a declaration: Yes.
frontenac house media, ltd.

6  T he Kindness Colder Than the Elements

charles noble
“These are poems that play with and in language, take pleasure in the
sounds of words, poems that are propelled by puns.” — Jay Gamble
athabasca university press (au press)

1

7  House of Spells

2  A shoona, Daughter of the Winds: An Inuit Woman’s Journey

8  K rishna, a Love Story

luke moonwalker
George Bush Jr. is on a “mission to Mars” in search of dragons. Visions
and prophecies lead Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld to convince the
faithful to conquer the Iraqis and the despicable Saddam.
bayeux arts, inc.
y vonne harris
Based on the inspiring, true story of a precocious young Inuit girl who
is abandoned and left to fend for herself in the unforgiving Arctic, this
coming-of-age tale celebrates the indomitable will to survive at any cost.
eschia books
3  T he Boy

bet t y jane heger at
Written around the Cook murder case in Stettler, Alberta, in 1959,
The Boy is a meditation on family dynamic gone horrifically wrong.
Betty Jane Hegerat weaves memoir, investigation, novella, and writer’s
journal together into a captivating tale.
oolichan books
4  Divine Music

suruchi mohan
Spirituality and sensuousness, the divine and the carnal, decay and
regeneration — these are the themes of this story of Sarika, a young
Indian music prodigy.
bayeux arts, inc.
5  D ustship Glory (new edition)

andreas schroeder
Tom Sukanen, a Finnish immigrant, built a steel ship in the middle of the
Prairies during the dirty thirties. His mythic effort to escape the drought
and the pestilence of his time is chronicled in this fictionalized true story.
athabasca university press (au press)
6  Hold Me Now

stephen gauer
Vancouver lawyer Paul Brenner is forced to confront every parent’s worst
nightmare: His son has been beaten to death in Stanley Park. Hold Me Now
is an unflinching portrayal of a father’s grief, following Paul through the
investigation, trial, and sentencing of his son Daniel’s killer.
freehand books
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robert pepper-smith
House of Spells follows the friendship between teenagers Rose and Lacey
and their search for self-confidence, acceptance, and love in a small village
in southeastern British Columbia.
newest press
ashis gup ta
A moving picture of friendships and social hierarchies played out against a
backdrop of bizarre events that shook Eastern India in the turbulent 1970s.
bayeux arts, inc.
9  Not Being on a Boat

esmé cl aire keith
Welcome aboard Esmé Claire Keith’s debut dystopic novel, a cunning
parody of modern day luxury and the coveted “all-inclusive” vacation,
from the refreshingly blunt point of view of a man unable to see beyond
his own needs, with hilarious results.
freehand books
1� Rahul, a Different Love Story

ashis gup ta
A sequel to Krishna, A Love Story. With the collapse of the Maoist terrorist
movement in Eastern India in the 1970s, the radicalized Rahul moves to
the U.S., finds love, and returns to India to find his missing sister.
bayeux arts, inc.
1�  Witness to a Conga and Other Plays

stewart lemoine
The Sterling Award-winning Stewart Lemoine returns with a new collection
of charming, heart-warming comedies. These three plays combine Lemoine’s
trademark sparkling banter and fanciful settings with often unexpectedly
emotional explorations of marriage, love, and family.
newest press

short stories
1� The Reverse Cowgirl

david whit ton
Keen, intense, and darkly comic, the short fictions of David Whitton are
full of misfits, oddballs, dropouts, klutzes, and loners. You might dress
’em up, but it’s just a matter of moments till they unravel back into their
fallen, and fascinating, selves.
freehand books
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easy readers

trivia

robert hough
The year is 1920, and all of Mexico is at war with itself. Carlos is kidnapped
and forced to make a life or death decision.
grass roots press

marina michaelides
This fun and fact-filled book explores every nook and cranny of Wild
Rose Country with thousands of tidbits about Alberta oddities.
blue bike books

1  T he Day the Rebels Came to Town

2  Home Invasion

joy fielding
Kathy Brown suddenly wakes up when she hears a noise in her house.
Two men are in the house. Kathy and her husband face a living nightmare.
grass roots press
3  Missing

fr ances itani
Missing is the story of a boy named Luc who witnesses a pilot fall to his
death. Luc is the only witness. How is the mystery of the missing pilot
solved, bringing peace to Luc and to the pilot’s parents?
grass roots press
4 New Year’s Eve

marina endicot t
Dixie and Grady get caught in a blizzard and stop at their friend Ron’s house.
Grady spends the evening on duty with Ron while Dixie shares secrets.
grass roots press
5 Picture This

anthony hy de
Paul Stone is an artist. One day, a woman named Zena walks into his
studio. For Paul, it is love at first sight. Zena offers Paul a simple, but
strange, job. When Paul takes the job, he enters a world of trouble.
grass roots press

comedy

6  Boomer Humor: Jokes About Baby Boomers Growing Old Ungracefully

glen warner
This hilarious collection is written especially for all those Baby Boomers
fast approaching their senior years.
folklore publishing
7  Jokes for Canadian Kids

david maclennan
Kids will roll on the floor with laughter reading these silly and ridiculous
jokes, and then run to tell their friends! Chock full of good, clean laughs.
folklore publishing

8  Bathroom Book of Alberta Trivia: Weird, Wacky and Wild

9  Spectacular Canadians: Weird, Wild and Wonderful

a.h. jackson
From the famous and infamous to the nearly forgotten, the great and notso-great alike have marked Canada’s history in weird and wonderful ways.
Find out all about Canada’s strangest and most spectacular characters.
blue bike books
1�  Weird Alberta Laws: Strange, Bizarre, Wacky & Absurd

lisa wojna
Since becoming a province in 1905, the Alberta government has enacted
many laws to match the wild spirit of the frontier. Read about some of
the quirky laws Alberta has hidden in its books.
blue bike books
1�  Business As Usual

mystery

michael boughn
When university professors David Sanders and Claire Dumont are called
to investigate a mystery at a friend’s vineyard in Niagara wine country, the
amateur sleuths are quickly pulled into a conspiracy far more complicated
and deadly than they had anticipated.
newest press
1�  Malabarista

garry ryan
When his partner Arthur is diagnosed with cancer, and an Eastern
European war criminal winds up dead in the city, Detective Lane, currently
under investigation by the Calgary Police Department, is faced with his
toughest challenges yet.
newest press
1�  The Painter’s Craft

susan statham
An unlikely role for an artist as she sets about unravelling the strange death
of her mentor, a revered artist, through a tangle of a studio, mythology,
and Shakespeare.
bayeux arts, inc.

3

donald noel baker
The journey of Mount Royal University, from its beginnings in 1911 as
a small, private residential Methodist elementary and secondary institution,
to a degree-granting university.
university of calgary press
2  A Century of Parks Canada, 1911–2011

cl aire elizabeth campbell , ed.
A diverse and fascinating array of perspectives on the history of Canada’s
national parks, illuminating many less-well-understood aspects of the
evolving place of people in and near these parks.
university of calgary press
3  T he Duchess Ranch of Old John Ware

james davidge illustrations by bob prodor
The true story of an emancipated slave after the American Civil War. John
Ware drives cattle to the foothills of the Canadian Rockies and eventually
becomes a prominent rancher.
bayeux arts, inc.
4  Frontier Life in the Mounted Police:

The Diary Letters of Richard Barrington Nevitt, NWMP Surgeon 1874–78
hugh a. dempsey
Nevitt’s letters, written to his fiancée, Elizabeth Beaty, during his time at
Fort Macleod, provide a detailed account of everyday life in the nwmp. The
illustrations are some of the earliest depictions of life in southern Alberta.
historical society of alberta
5 Happyland: A History of the “Dirty Thirties” in Saskatchewan, 1914–1937

curtis r. mcmanus
A fascinating look at the successive environmental, agricultural, and social
crises that hit the drylands in southern Alberta for over a quarter of a century.
McManus presents a richly documented story of social dislocation, stubborn
persistence, absurdity, despair, and often inept government policy.
university of calgary press
6  Hearts and Minds:

Canadian Romance at the Dawn of the Modern Era, 1900–1930
dan azoul ay
This first full-length study of Canadian romance in the years 1900 to
1930 is an unforgettable and groundbreaking portrait of ordinary people
grappling with romantic ideals and reality, trials and uncertainty, and
triumph and heartbreak in a rapidly changing world.
university of calgary press
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7  How the Polish Created Canada

jacek kozak
Author and journalist Jacek Kozak digs through the fascinating history of
Polish settlement in Canada to reveal individual stories and achievements
that often get overlooked.
dragon hill publishing
8  In the Shadow of Our Ancestors:

The Inventions and Genius of the First Nations
way ne arthurson
Searching through the annals of North American history uncovers the
diverse and astounding contributions by the Natives of the Americas
who formed the world we know today.
eschia books
9  Last Moments: Sentenced to Death in Canada

dale br awn
Before the final execution in 1962, more than 700 men and women
were executed by hanging in Canada. Legal scholar Dale Brawn shines
a light into a dark corner of Canadian history with dramatic stories of
the condemned and their last moments.
quagmire press
1�  A New Look at History: A Collection of Essays by Frank Eyck

rosemarie eyck , ed.
A scholarly look at European history, spies, Soviet penetration into uk
security, German re-unification, Nationalism, Anti-Semitism, Martin
Luther, and many other topics.
detselig enterprises ltd.
1� Romancing the Revolution:

The Myth of Soviet Democracy and the British Left
ian bullock
“How socialist activists and intellectuals came to be deceived, and how
they came to deceive themselves, regarding the authoritarian regime that
emerged in 1920s Russia.” — Alan Campbell
athabasca university press (au press)
1�  The Vikings Return: Icelandic Immigration to Canada 1870–1920

marian mckenna
A detailed history of the historic immigration of Icelanders to North
America (mainly Canada), their reasons for leaving Iceland, and the
hardships of the immigration.
detselig enterprises ltd.
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1  A lfalfa to Ivy: Memoir of a Harvard Medical School Dean

7  Euphoria & Dystopia: The Banff New Media Institute Dialogues

2  A lways an Adventure: An Autobiography

8  In This Place: Calgary 2004–2011

joseph b. martin
The human story of Joseph Martin’s journey from rural origins to highly
regarded leader makes this memoir a compelling read. His deep-seated
Mennonite values guide him with humility and optimism through
tumultuous changes in modern medicine.
university of alberta press
hugh a. dempsey
An autobiography of one of the West’s most prolific and influential
public historians.
university of calgary press
3  I Once Was a Cowboy: Sixty Years a Canadian Ranch Hand

art hagen
Art Hagen’s story is an intimate portrayal of his years as a ranch hand
in Alberta and bc. The myth of the cowboy is revealed by a real person
who lived, struggled, and helped to build the West.
argenta press
4  Love in a Handful of Dust

kirk r amdath
Ramdath's journey from Trinidadian boy to Canadian man and poet is
one unique love poem to the women in his life and the nation that gave
him the freedom to say and do things his mother wouldn’t have imagined.
frontenac house media, ltd.
5  T he Man in Blue Pyjamas: A Prison Memoir

jal al barzanji
Jalal Barzanji is a Kurdish poet, human rights activist, and Edmonton’s
first Writer-in-Exile. He gives an impassioned account of his imprisonment
and torture under Saddam Hussein’s regime from 1986 to 1988.
university of alberta press
6  Winter in Fireland: A Patagonian Sailing Adventure

nichol as coghl an
After assignments as a Canadian diplomat in Mexico, Colombia, Sudan,
and South Africa, Coghlan and his wife unwind by sailing a 27-foot boat
from Cape Town to Cape Horn in stormy winter waters and through
labyrinths of channels and inlets.
university of alberta press

dr. sar ah cook + dr. sar a diamond , eds.
Based on the research of the Banff New Media Institute from 1995 to
2005, this publication is a compendium of some of the most visionary
thinking about art and technology to have taken place in the last few
decades.
banff centre press

aritha van herk photos by george webber
Webber frames images of the overlooked, the feral, the discarded,
the unexpected and the mysterious. Aritha van Herk’s strong, gritty
text complements and extends this unusual view of a changing Calgary.
frontenac house media, ltd.
9  Storm Chaser: Canadian Prairie Skyscapes

ian sheldon
Storm Chaser presents 80 of Ian Sheldon’s vibrant, highly dramatic
storm paintings. His works speak of a connection to the land and sky of
the prairies, but more than that, they draw us into the experience of that
seemingly infinite region.
argenta press
1� Visual Orgasm: Highlights of Canadian Graffiti

adam melny k
Visual Orgasm showcases the history of Canadian graffiti artists and
images of the last 30 years. The foreword is by Zephyr, whose 1980s
New York graffiti is legendary. Adam Melnyk has collected images at
www.visualorgasm.com since 1998.
frontenac house media, ltd.
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&
architecture
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1  Beyond Words: Translating the World

7  Science, She Loves Me

2  From Cairo to Cairo

8  South Solo: Kayaking to Save the Albatross

susan ouriou, ed.
Beyond Words offers the eclectic musings of translators from eight
countries working in seven languages translating both contemporary
authors and the modern world’s great classics.
banff centre press
kiernan nelson
Post-2005 travel writing on the Middle East. Written from the perspective
of a young backpacker, the book reads like a novel, while the stories retain
the virtue of actual accounts.
bayeux arts, inc.
3  Goodlands: A Meditation and History on the Great Plains

fr ances w. k ay e
Drawing on history, literature, art, and economic theory, Kaye counters
the argument made by Amer-European settlers of the Prairie region that
the ecosystem was “deficient.” Goodlands points the way to a balanced
and sustainable future for the region in the context of a changing globe.
athabasca university press (au press)
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mary anne moser , ed.
An engaging collection of texts and images that explore science as
expressed by individuals, artists, scientists, and teachers, from cafes
and classrooms all the way to theatre and Hollywood.
banff centre press
hay ley shephard
An inspirational story of courage is how to describe Shephard's solo kayaking expedition in Antarctica to raise awareness of the endangered albatross.
bayeux arts, inc.
9  T hing Feigned or Imagined: The Craft of Fiction

fred stenson
Stenson draws on a career of writing and mentoring to offer an engaging
take on the craft of fiction. Includes Canadian authors Edna Alford, Greg
Hollingshead, Diane Schoemperlen, Fred Stenson, and Rachel Wyatt.
banff centre press
1�  UFO Sightings in Canada:

jeff pearce
Join Jeff Pearce as he takes an irreverent romp through Canada’s littleknown sexual history and peeks into the bedrooms of the nation.
folklore publishing

True Stories, Strange Encounters and Cover-ups
lisa wojna
Shrouded in mystery, unidentified flying objects have been reported in
every corner of Canada. Surprisingly, some of these seemingly far-fetched
stories may be based in fact, while others will never be explained.
folklore publishing

5  Intersecting Sets: A Poet Looks at Science

1�  Understanding Brain Disease

6  Jane Austen & Company: Collected Essays

mythology

4  How to Make Love in a Canoe: Sex in Canada

alice major
Poet Alice Major was given a book on relativity at the age of ten, so she
never quite understood why science is dismissed as reductive or opposite
to art. She surveys science to see why and how humans create poems.
university of alberta press
bruce stovel
Comedy is the connection between these twelve elegant essays by
Bruce Stovel, who most lovingly engages Austen herself through his
studies of her comic novels, her art of conversation, her pleasure
principle, and her prayers.
university of alberta press

non
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joseph b. martin
A former dean of the Harvard Medical School lays out for the layperson
and the specialist scientific attempts to understand and control conditions
such as stroke, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and bse.
bayeux arts, inc.

1�  Grandmother’s Stories

daniel auger
Whether explaining the origins of the universe, how people were created, or
how the landscape was shaped, Canada’s First Nations are rich with legends
passed down through generations of how humans came to be on Earth.
eschia books

fiction

research&education
1  At the Interface of Culture and Medicine

earle h. waugh, olga szafran + rodney a. crutcher , eds.
In this groundbreaking contribution to the field of culture and medicine,
essays address topics on the perception of skills of international medical
graduates, conflicting expectations of patient care of various cultural
groups, and cultural issues at the end of life.
university of alberta press
2  T he Boreal Herbal: Wild Food and Medicine Plants of the North,

A Guide to Harvesting, Preserving, and Preparing
beverley gr ay
An indispensable guide to identifying and using plants for food and
medicine, profiling dozens of herbs, berries, and trees found in the boreal
forest, including information on habitat, harvest times, and medicinal
applications, as well as food, cosmetic, and spiritual uses.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press)
3  Flexible Pedagogy, Flexible Practice:

Notes from the Trenches of Distance Education

elizabeth burge, chère campbell gibson + terry gibson, eds.

Offering a wealth of theoretical insights into and frank assessments of
modern education, this report from the trenches will be invaluable to
anyone seeking to broaden the reach of higher education.
athabasca university press (au press)
4  Narratives of Citizenship:

Indigenous and Diasporic Peoples Unsettle the Nation-State
aloys n.m. fleischmann, nancy van st y vendale +
cody mccarroll , eds.
Focusing on indigenous and diasporic works, along with mass media
depictions of indigenous and diasporic peoples, this collection examines
various cultural products and invites readers to conceptualize citizenship
as a narrative construct, both in Canada and beyond.
university of alberta press
5  Retooling the Humanities:

The Culture of Research in Canadian Universities
daniel coleman + smaro k amboureli , eds.
Responding to the language of “knowledge mobilization” that percolates
through Canadian post-secondary education, the literary scholars who
contributed these essays address the challenges that an intensified culture
of research capitalism bring to the humanities in particular.
university of alberta press
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6  A Thousand Years of Whaling: A Faroese Common Property Regime

seán kerins
Whaling for food has been part of Faroese life for a thousand years.
This book traces the history of whaling, and examines the claims of animal
rights and environmental organizations and sets these against the reality
of Faroese life.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press)
7  Understanding Earth’s Polar Challenges:

International Polar Year 2007–2008
icsu / wmo ipy joint commit tee
The International Polar Year 2007–08 was the largest coordinated polar
research program ever. Some 50,000 researchers, observers, educators,
students, and others from more than 60 nations worked on 228 inter
disciplinary projects. This report covers the development of ipy07-08
and its activities.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press)

business&economics
8  T he Anatomy of Ethical Leadership:

To Lead Our Organizations in a Conscientious and Authentic Manner
lyse l anglois
Maximizing productivity, stifling of individual personality, a competitive
atmosphere — these are the reigning features of the modern workplace.
Framing the effects of the dehumanization of working environments in
terms of ethics, Langlois outlines a trajectory for ethical, responsible,
and authentic decision making.
athabasca university press (au press)
9  T he First Venture Capitalist:

Georges Doriot on Leadership, Capital & Business Organization
udayan gup ta , ed.
A comprehensive record of the thoughts of Georges Doriot, the legendary
Harvard Business School professor, an icon to first-generation venture
capitalists.
bayeux arts, inc.
1� Mind Into Matter: ARCH Transforms Science Into Sustainable Enterprise

steve l azarus + udayan gup ta
A true account of how, in 1986, the University of Chicago founded
an organization to bridge the gap between academic research and
entrepreneurial success, with over one billion dollars in venture capital.
bayeux arts, inc.

7

peter boer
The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (csis) was created to safeguard Canada’s national security, but hot on the heels of its successes
have come controversies and scandals. This book reflects an edgy
sensitivity to the shadowy world of Canada’s secret service.
folklore publishing
2  In the National Interest: Canadian Foreign Policy and the

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, 1909–2009
greg donaghy + michael k. carroll , eds.
The policies and personalities that have shaped Canada’s role as a world
power and its sense of self in the global landscape are discussed in essays
by leading historians and political scientists.
university of calgary press
3  Water in Canada: A Resource in Crisis

hanneke brooy mans
Hanneke Brooymans sounds the alarm on the coming water crisis.
She provides an overview to the environmental, economic, and political
challenges that are emerging over Canada’s freshwater supply, while
also framing important public policy questions.
lone pine publishing

culture

4  Controlling Knowledge:

Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection in a Networked World
lorna stefanick
Intended to serve as a “citizen’s guide,” this is a vital resource for anyone seek-
ing to understand the concepts and issues that drive foip legislation and
how these laws shape our individual rights as citizens of the information age.
athabasca university press (au press)
5  Could You Live This Way? Would You Live This Way?

Idealistic Experiments in North America
j. friesen + v. friesen
This collection features stories of twenty North America communal
experiments whose stories will motivate readers to appreciate the lengths
to which the human spirit will inspire groups to carve out idyllic living.
detselig enterprises ltd.
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6  Diversity and Aging Among Immigrant Seniors

in Canada: Changing Faces and Greying Temples

d. durst + m. maclean
A close look at the aging population of immigrants in Canada.
detselig enterprises ltd.
7  In Flux: Transnational Shifts in Asian Canadian Writing

roy miki
Roy Miki — poet, scholar, and member of the Order of Canada —
investigates the shifting currents of citizenship, globalization, and cultural
practices facing Asian Canadians today through connections of place and
identity that have been forged through our developing national literature.
newest press
8 Promoters, Planters, and Pioneers:

The Course and Context of Belgian Settlement in Western Canada
cornelius j. jaenen
In this comprehensive study of Belgian settlement in western Canada,
Cornelius Jaenen demonstrates the uniqueness of Belgian immigrants
and their contribution to the Canadian mosaic.
university of calgary press
9  T hirteen Minutes

james davidge
A half-century-long tale of the Burnside family caught in the grip of
the Alberta Eugenics Board, a Canadian organization dedicated to the
sterilization of society’s unfit.
bayeux arts, inc.

women’s
studies

1�  Not Drowning But Waving: Women, Feminism, and the Liberal Arts

susan brown, jeanne perreault, jo-ann wall ace
+ heather zwicker , eds.
Twenty-two essays discuss a broad range of topics, such as women,
social justice, and the liberal arts; feminism in relation to the liberal arts;
intergenerational tension among feminists; challenges, costs, and rewards
for women in administration; and feminist pedagogy.
university of alberta press

cooking
1  A nytime Casseroles

jean paré
A wide range of classic and contemporary casserole recipes suited to
casual family meals or classy evenings of entertaining. Find an assortment
of approachable recipes for breakfast, brunch, appetizers, dinner, and
dessert, all guaranteed to satisfy.
company’s coming publishing
2  Celebrating the Harvest: Recipes for Fall & Winter Gatherings

jean paré
Celebrate the arrival of autumn and winter with this delightful assortment
of recipes designed just for these two often underappreciated seasons.
Beautiful, full-colour photographs of every recipe.
company’s coming publishing
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7  Gardening with Colour: Creative Design Ideas for Canadian Gardens

rob sproule
Rob Sproule helps you unlock your inner artist with 60 stunning combi
nations that will turn your garden into the jewel of the neighbourhood.
Rob also teaches you how to successfully plan combinations of your own.
lone pine publishing

8  Just Ask Jerry: Good Answers to Tough Canadian Gardening Questions

jerry filipski
Jerry Filipski collects the “greatest hits” from his question-and-answer
column into one handy volume, organized by topic. Each chapter is
supplemented with crucial information every gardener should know.
lone pine publishing
9  Perennials for Alberta

donna dawson + l aur a peters
This book is a comprehensive primer on the perennials that grow best in
Alberta, featuring over 450 varieties. It includes information on planting,
growing, problems and pests, and details on light, water, and nutrient needs.
lone pine publishing

jean paré
This year, make Entertaining for the Holidays a part of your holiday tradition.
This all-new collection of recipes includes a wide range of traditional favour
1�  Vegetable Gardening for Alberta, Saskatchewan
ites as well as some new ones that you will want to add to your repertoire.
and Manitoba
company’s coming publishing
l aur a peters
4 Most Loved Soups
This book is the only one on the market that’s been written specifically
jean paré
for vegetable gardeners on the Prairies, and it features detailed accounts
We’ve collected 88 of our most popular soup recipes in one book. Enjoy
of 41 different vegetables along with loads of handy tips and tricks.
classic favourites like silky butternut squash soup, beefy barley soup and
lone pine publishing
chicken soup that soothes the soul.
company’s coming publishing

gardening

5  A nnuals for Alberta

1�  Alberta Nature Guide

nature

donna dawson + l aur a peters
This book features over 500 annuals suited to Alberta growing conditions. A quick reference chart provides information at a glance on colour,
blooming, height, hardiness, and light and soil requirements.
lone pine publishing

krista k agume + gregory kennedy
Covering every inch of Alberta’s incredibly varied landscape, this book
teaches you to identify nearly 400 species of mammals, birds, amphibians,
reptiles, fish, trees, shrubs, herbs, grasses, and ferns. Colour illustrations
of each species.
lone pine publishing

6  Beginner Gardening for Canada

1� Birds of Alberta

a.h. jackson
Professional gardener A.H. Jackson offers practical advice in this easy-toread gardening primer, covering everything from selecting trees and planting
vegetables to safely controlling insect problems and choosing fertilizer.
lone pine publishing

chris fisher + john acorn
Naturalists John Acorn and Chris Fisher have crafted this beautiful field
guide to Alberta’s avian population. Contains colour illustrations and
descriptions of 388 species.
lone pine publishing

9

2  Captives (part two of the Druids Saga)

barbar a galler-smith + josh l angston
Cast into slavery, two Druids must escape and protect an ancient magic
from one who would abuse it.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
3  Chilling Tales: Evil Did I Dwell; Lewd I Did Live

michael kelly, ed.
Stories that creep under your skin and linger in your mind long after
the pages have been read.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
4  Circle Tide

rebecca k. rowe
An environmentalist and a street-smart data thief team up to find
a killer, prove their own innocence and stop the eco-disaster known
as “Circle Tide.”
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
5  T he Demon Left Behind

marie jakober
A group of special “demon” researchers are sent from a parallel
universe to study our global crisis — but, in the midst of the operation,
the youngest member of the team is lost.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
nancy kilpatrick , ed.
Meet the eternal predator that humanity never ceases to find both
fascinating and terrifying — evolving toward the future.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

7 Gaslight Arcanum: Uncanny Tales of Sherlock Holmes

j.r. campbell + charles prepolec , eds.
Twelve new tales of the bizarre, the uncanny and the arcane. Long buried
and hidden from prying eyes — now revealed.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
8  R igor Amortis

jay m gates + erik a holt, eds.
An anthology of romantic short stories that blend together elements
of zombie friction and unadulterated erotica. Strange at best.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
9  Stolen Children: Children of the Panther, Part Three

amber hay ward
The tale of Ana, a girl with psychic powers, who continues in her loving
goal to heal all who need healing.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
1� Technicolor Ultra Mall

ryan oakley
In the commodified future the consequences of a failing society are
brought to bear upon one man’s ambition and his attempt to escape
his own socio-economic hell.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
1�  Tesseracts Fifteen: A Case of Quite Curious Tales

julie czerneda + susan macgregor , eds.
An anthology of Canadian short fiction themed specifically for young
adults and the young at heart. Volume fifteen in the ongoing series.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
1�  Those Who Fight Monsters: Tales of Occult Detectives

justin gustainis , ed.
Your one-stop shop for Urban Fantasy’s finest anthology of the
supernatural.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
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jay m gates + erik a holt, eds.
Come on a ride through the speakeasies and gin-joints of the roaring
’20s. Experience the times as they might have been with a twist of
fantasy and science fiction!
absolute xpress: an imprint of hades publications
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children’s literature

1 The Giant Killer (series : Preposterous Fables for Unusual Children)

judd palmer illustrations by judd palmer
Jack, of “The Beanstalk” fame, is old, made decrepit by the excesses of
his fame. Nevertheless, he leaps astride his golden hen and goes north
in search of the last giant.
bayeux arts, inc.
2  Lunar (series : Odd Little Books)

mercedes batiz-benét illustrations by judd palmer
A poetical, magical, and mysterious tale about the journey from girlhood
to motherhood. Young Sofia comes to terms with her mother’s death
through an imaginary world revealed by the moon.
bayeux arts, inc.
3  T he Maestro (series : Preposterous Fables for Unusual Children)

judd palmer illustrations by judd palmer
Recounts events in the sorrowful town of Hamelin, 30 years after its
fateful encounter with the Pied Piper.
bayeux arts, inc.
4  Maximilian’s Mistake (series : Odd Little Books)

jonathan christenson illustrations by bret ta gerecke
Maximilian leads a perfectly ordinary life until a series of family misfortunes
are traced back to him and a ghastly mistake he made that ultimately leads
to his own tragic demise.
bayeux arts, inc.
5  Polly Perfect and the Tragic Fart (series : Odd Little Books)

jacob richmond illustrations by hank pine
A hilarious cautionary tale about that most human of all characteristics:
embarrassment.
bayeux arts, inc.
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8  T he Umbrella (series : Odd Little Books)

judd palmer
The uplifting story of love between an umbrella and the human being
who is its beneficiary.
bayeux arts, inc.
9  T he Wolf King (series : Preposterous Fables for Unusual Children)

judd palmer illustrations by judd palmer
There were mysterious forces at work that awful night — involving
the captain of the guard, a certain girl, and the Boy himself. The Boy
disappeared into the forest, presumably eaten by wolves. Was he?
bayeux arts, inc.

true crime
1�  Canada’s Most Wanted

lisa wojna
Wanted posters featuring the mug shots of leering scoundrels have been
a common sight on post office and police station walls. Read stories of
Canada’s most notorious fugitives and the dogged law enforcement
officers sworn to bring them to justice.
quagmire press
1�  Gangs in Canada

jeff pearce
Jeff Pearce goes beyond the headlines and news clips as he draws a
portrait of an epidemic spreading across the country and infecting our
youth. He also shows how young people are finding ways out of a violent,
doomed lifestyle.
quagmire press

6  The Sorcerer’s Last Words (series : Preposterous Fables for Unusual Children)

judd palmer illustrations by judd palmer
In the aftermath of the notorious event of the enchanted broom, the
sorcerer’s apprentice learns his lesson indeed: “Seek Truth, not Power.”
bayeux arts, inc.
7  T he Tooth Fairy (series : Preposterous Fables for Unusual Children)

judd palmer illustrations by judd palmer
The epic adventure of Abigail, the “Girl with the Greatest Teeth in the
World,” who sets out to rid the world of the Tooth Fairy menace.
bayeux arts, inc.

1�  My Country is Hockey: How Hockey Explains Canadian Culture,

History, Politics, Heroes, French-English Rivalry and Who We Are as Canadians
brian kennedy
Author Brian Kennedy explores the deep roots of Canada’s hockey
obsession. From the origins of the game in Mi’kmaq culture to Olympic
gold, he delves into how the game explains who we are as Canadians.
argenta press
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